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I remember last Thursday when I walked around the room then I
said could you make another model and a lot of you said "oh you
know I don't have enough. I don't have enough of these blocks so I
said can you imagine it and I remember talking and I know Andrew
actually made the model when David had a theory that he shared
with um Erik and Alan and Meredith, right, David? And so he
shared a theory and I remember Erik said hey wait a minute that's
what Andrew built! And then Jessica said that they already built
what the theory was, that's what I heard, so I'd like to hear um,
David's theory again, if you don't mind, David, if you think you can
remember your theory and Andrew I want you to listen very
carefully and Jessica and the rest of you I want you to listen
carefully to David's theory because it really has to do with if I were
to make another model, is it possible do you think to make another
model if we had more blocks, it is a possible thing to do? [Student
says yes]. How many of you think we can [Most/all students visible
raise hands]. Ok. How many of you think we can make another
model? Some of you aren't sure, how many of you aren't sure?
Meredith's not sure? Erik's not sure? Danielle's not sure? Audra's
not sure. Ok. How many of you are sure we can make another
model? [All other students raise their hands.] Ok, that looks like
that's James and Alan and Andrew and Jessica and Beth and Sarah,
Kelly, Graham, Brian, Michael, Caitlin, did I leave anybody out?
David is sure. Ok. Let's listen to David's theory and see if we could
convince those or else they have to show us our theory doesn't
work.
Well, first, um, Meredith made um, a model which had one
orange, one blue, and one black.
Ok, she made a model with an orange a blue and a black. That's
what you told me?
Yeah. And then she had, um, the whites, I think they were
something like
Twenty-fourths.
Yeah, one twenty-fourth and the reds were one twelfth and, um,
Just like the one up there.
Yeah.
So you're saying that if I had an orange, a blue and a black, that the
model should look like the one up here.
Just about.
But it doesn't.
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well...
Right? See what happens?
But then, then the one, then the, the uh, um, I don't know
Then the reds couldn't be twelfths.
Yeah, then the reds couldn't be twelfths and the whites couldn't be
twenty-fourths.
Right, it would either take one [inaudible]
Andrew, what do you think? Andrew and Jessica, what do you
think?
[Refers to twenty-four cm model on desk] Well, I made a model
that had the white was one forty-eighth and the purples were
twelfths and the white was, I mean the red was twenty-fourths and I
took two browns as the thirds and two dark greens as the fourths
and they I called them the fourths and then the whole was four
oranges and two purples.
Now, you're telling me that you used browns, two browns to be
One, like one, one third.
Yeah.
One brown was one third, two browns was two thirds?
No
Is that what you're telling me?
No
Two browns was one third
Two browns was one third.
I took two browns and put them together
Two browns to be one third!
Yeah.
Oh, ok, that's not going to fit. But maybe, um, you want to come
up here and do that? [Andrew and Jessica come to front of class.]
Ok, here you go. Why don't you build that right here. Do it up front
here, uh, why don't you come all the way around, Jessica. Ok, let's
see what they're doing here because, um, it looks to me as if you
need a bunch of rods to do this. [They work for about two minutes
to build the model of a train of four oranges and two purples, six
brown rods and eight dark green rods, and twelve purple rods,
twenty-four red rods, and white rods]
It might not be enough.
Now, I want all of you to see what Jessica and Andrew are
building, and, now you all can't come up at one time, so I'm gonna,
if it's ok with Mrs. Phillips, I'm gonna ask you in little groups to go
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up there and take a look at their model and um so we can be able to
talk about it and then some of you maybe can look at it from where
you're sitting. I know that Gregory and Danielle are very fortunate they have front row seats. I think, can you see Alan and Erik?
Erik:
Not really.
T/R 1:
Not really. So some of you may have to go up in a minute to see
what they're doing.
Jessica: Well, what we did was we made a model and we counted um
Andrew: Four oranges
Jessica:
four oranges and two purples as our whole and for our thirds we
counted, we counted two oranges as one, I mean two browns as
one. [holds up two brown rods end to end] And we had
Andrew: that was our third.
Jessica:
That was our thirds, and for our fourths we counted two greens as
one [holds up a train of two dark green rods], two dark greens as
one.
Andrew: Purples were our twelfths, the reds were the twenty-fourths
[Jessica says twenty fourths] and the whites were forty-eights.
Jessica:
Forty-eighths. And we think that, we think that, three um, fourths
are bigger than two thirds by either, um, one forty- I mean four
forty-eighths um, two twelfths, or, um
Andrew: No, two twenty-fourths.
Jessica:
Two twenty-fourth or what's that? One twelfth.
T/R 1:
What do you think about that, Michael?
Michael: I guess I agree with it, it's what I came up with.
T/R 1:
You came up with the same model, didn't you?
Michael: Yeah
T/R 1:
Did anyone else come up with that same model? That's very
lovely. Thank you so much, Andrew, and does anybody have a
question to ask Andrew and Jessica before they're finished? Does
anybody have a question? Does anybody have a comment? You
sure you don't want to ask them any of that? Sarah what do you
think?[Sarah says no.] Is that interesting [Sarah says mmm
hmmm]? It's very interesting Ok, um, I'm going to ask you to sit
down and I want to thank you very much for making that model for
us. But I guess I'm asking the question, uh, to Meredith and James
and to Erik and Alan right now, uh, does this have anything to do
with your theory and the theory you tested? Meredith and David
and Erik and Alan - does this model have anything to do with the
theory you tested, David?
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Uh, yes because we thought that the ones would be one fortyeighth
And and the
And then the reds would be, um, one
Twenty-fourth and the purple, well originally, we thought that the
light greens would be, well David thought that the light greens
would be twelfths, but then we tried it and they would become the
sixteenths, so then we tried the purple, yeah the sixteenths and we
tried the purple and then that was the twelfths.
Since whites are doubles, they're forty-eighths
So, in other words we doubled everything.
Yeah. You basically just added, like, there originally were just two
oranges, now there are four oranges and an extra purple. Now there
are six, there are six browns.
So let's see, on this model here we had an orange and a red, and
then on that model there we have two orange and a purple and in
this orange here we have four orange and two purple. All of these
represent one, is that a surprise?
It could have been two purples changing into a brown.
It could have been two purples changing into a brown
Yeah.
That's true.
And
I guess my question is what you called one in each of these
models? Are they related in any way? The lengths? All of these you
called one, are the lengths in any way related to each other, if you
study each of the models you built. You see this one here you
called the orange and red one, isn't that right, and here you called
one two orange and purple, right?
So basically it's just doubled. That's
What do you mean by that "basically it's doubled", Alan? That's an
interesting idea. In what way is it doubled?
Um, ok, it's doubled because it now it has four oranges and two
purples or a brown, so
But the first one doesn't have any purples.
Well, that's because this had nothing to do with the first problem
because of the first question, but
I'm not sure I understand what you're saying.
Had there have been sixths.
I know.
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We didn't have sixths, we had twelfths here.
Mmm hmm.
I think I know what he's saying.
Right, there you have twenty-fourths and the whites are fortyeighths this time. Now, up there, there are no purples, because they
weren't put on. But had they have been, on the bottom, which they
are, they are twelfths, because
Erik:
Purples? In that
Alan:
Purples are twelfths.
Erik:
In that model they became twelfths, but over there they would be
the sixths. Like Amy said, if
Alan:
Right, because if you double each of them, it would come out to
twice the number.
Erik:
Exactly!
T/R 1:
James?
James:
Uh, I think um, that um, because there are two oranges and two
purples I agree with Alan that it's double but why the red's there,
it's two reds make a purple and that, that means the two oranges
and the red make two oranges and a purple.
Alan:
Yeah, cuz if you took the two oranges out of that model and a
purple, and then two more oranges and a purple, and you put them
on top of each other, they'd be equal. But if you put em side to side
you'd have four oranges and two purples, or the two purples could
be a brown. So it's basically doubled, each of the length is doubled.
T/R 1:
I wonder if the rest of you see this, I'm saying, this is an orange
and it's not a purple, it's an orange and a red, right? Now, how does
this get doubled to be this? I see there are two oranges, instead of
one orange, I see the one orange length got doubled, instead of one
orange there's two, right? Isn't that true? But how did the red get
doubled?
Alan:
The redT/R 1:
I'm confused, how did the red get doubled here?
Alan:
The red
T/R 1:
I see the orange got doubled here because there are two oranges,
right? From one orange to two oranges, I don't know how did the
red get doubled? I don't see that. Jessica? Kimberly.
Kimberly: Well, they used a purple and the red, two reds make a purple, so
now if they have a purple, they doubled the red.
T/R 1:
Is that what you were going to say?
Jessica:
Yeah.
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I was going to say something different
So you're tellling me that instead of the one orange and one red,
we have two oranges and two reds in this model. But they just
called it a purple rather than two reds. Do the rest of you see that?
[mmm hmm] Ok, so this model is doubled of this, now you have to
convince me that this model is double of this, so instead of two
oranges and a purple, what should we have now if it's doubled?
Don't look. What would you expect we would have then if it's
doubled? Danielle.
Danielle: Um, four oranges and two purples.
T/R 1:
Let's see. Do we have four oranges and two purples?
Erik:
One, two, three, four, yup, or four oranges and one brown.
T/R 1:
Or four oranges and one brown.
Alan:
Yep
T/R 1:
Ok, this is the question I ask you. If I were to make another model,
Andrew's hand is up, Andrew knows my question, what do you
think my question is, Andrew?
Andrew: If you were gonna make another model, what, um, the doubles be?
T/R 1:
Ok, what would my one look like in terms of rods? Brian!
Brian:
Um, forty-eight.
T/R 1:
What would I call one? Imagine in your head what I would call
one?
Brian:
Forty-eight? Cuz there would be, well, cuz there would be fortyeight whites equal up to one and then.
T/R 1:
Well, we have forty-eight whites going up to one here, don't we?
Brian:
Oh!
T/R 1:
In this model.
Erik:
So we have to double that?
Alan:
But, no!
T/R 1:
I don't know, I'm asking you, that's my question, Andrew what do
you think?
Erik:
Well you're saying whatAlan:
No, it can't
Andrew: Well, the whole would be eight orange rods and
Alan:
It can't be done
T/R 1:
Eight orange rods, I'm listening.
Erik:
Eight orange rods and two browns
Andrew: And two browns.
T/R 1:
And two brown rods.
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You can't double that. You can't double that model because if you
did, then you wouldn't be able to third it.
You wanna make a bet - all you had to do is train it - you just train
it!
Right because if you doubled that it would be eight oranges and
two browns, now is there any rod that could third that?
Well if you use a train
Yeah
If you use a train, just like in Andrew's theory.
Well, if you train the rod, but that would make it not equal.
It would probably beUp there, it's just plain, except for the whole.
It would probably be three browns would be the thirds and three
dark greens would be the fourths.
Right, but that would be using more than one rod to make another
rod to fit, fit the same thing.
Yeah, so you can do that! Just like, you, Andrew said, you can use
a train to make a third and a fourth. Cuz he, like, I, I overheard,
they said that if you can use a train to make a whole why can't you
use it to make a third and a fourth?
Yeah.
David?
And a half
But then it wouldn't be equal.
Yeah they would! Cuz the third could be, like in that model,
Andrew used the two browns, that's equal!
But in that model, the three browns don't have anything attached
on so it's totally equal
So? They just doubled it!
But if you added something on
We just doubled, we doubled that model to equal that model.
Yeah, and I doubled the brown - two browns,
Yeah, exactly.
So in the next model
David, what do you think? Did you want to say something?
Um, I agree with Erik
What part of what Erik said?
Well, Alan didn't think that you could uh third it, but like Erik said
that you can train it and put the other blocks onto the other one
What I meant, what I meant is, you can't third it just using one rod.
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Ok, Alan.
Exactly. You can't third it using one rod, but you can third it using
trains.
Ok, so
You could double that, but you would have to use two rods to
make it
Ok, so you think you can double it and you think you can imagine
- can you make one bigger than that?
If you doubled that, it would be sixteen oranges [laughter] and,
sixteen oranges and four browns!
Ok, the question I want to leave you all to think about, I'd like you
to uh, first I'd like to thank you for the wonderful models you built,
but the question I'd like you to think about is, uh, is there, is there a
biggest model?
Thirty-two oranges! [laughs]
Is there a biggest model? And if you don't have enough, uh, rods,
you could imagine, we could write to Cuisenaire and we can have
them ship us buckets and buckets and buckets and buckets
Or we could combine all our stuff.
We could start by that but my question to all of you is there a
biggest model? Why or why not? And I'd like you to write to me
about, about that. Would you do that? Would you write to me?
Maybe Mrs. Phillips can let you combine and build together, that
might take a little while.

